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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LG ELECTRONICS INTRODUCES NEW
LED LIGHTING WIRELESS CONTROL TECHNLOGIES
LED Wireless Control Platform to be Displayed at LIGHTFAIR 2016
SAN DIEGO, April 25, 2016 – LG Electronics USA has expanded the breadth of its industryleading LED lighting controls and luminaires featuring ZigBee® integrated wireless technology.
LG is displaying the expanded product line-up at LIGHTFAIR International 2016 (booth #3551).

At LIGHTFAIR this week, LG is demonstrating two new sensor products – the Smart Multi
Sensor and Wireless Scheduling Switch – supporting the company’s efforts to create a complete
wireless control platform. LG’s Smart Multi Sensor is an after-market accessory compatible with
LG’s LED troffers and downlights, designed for users who are looking to maximize energy
savings with daylight harvesting and motion detection across an individual or network of fixtures.
LG’s Wireless Scheduling Switch is a dimmable light switch that offers full wireless control
using ZigBee in order to turn a group of fixtures on and off at specific intervals, offering
complete convenience in managing energy usage.

LG’s current LED troffers and high bays provide wireless motion and daylight harvesting
technology, which is easily controlled and commissioned through our intuitive Android mobile
application. Building managers can now use the mobile app on Android devices to group fixtures,
adjust light levels, adjust daylight harvesting, set automated scheduling and much more. LG
systems use ZigBee open protocol wireless technology, which provides the flexibility to easily
upgrade to a full lighting management system (LMS) or a building management system (BMS)
through LG’s third-party partners such as Daintree Networks.

“LG leads the way in implementing wireless connectivity capabilities throughout its LED
offerings that are seamless and convenient for the customer to install and manage,” said Sean
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Lafferty, head of LG’s U.S. LED lighting business. “We look ahead in the coming months to
debut a complete wireless control platform that will allow for integration of all our LED lighting
products to operate within its own, independent ecosystem.”

For more information on LG’s newest wireless connectivity products featured at LIGHTFAIR
International and to speak with an LG representative, visit LG Electronics’ booth #3551. For
more information on LG’s U.S. lighting portfolio, please visit www.lglightingus.com.
*ZigBee is a registered trademark of the ZigBee Alliance Corporation.
**LG and logo are trademarks of LG Corp. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their
respective owners.

###
About LG Electronics USA:
LG Electronics USA, Inc., based in Englewood Cliffs, N.J., is the North American subsidiary of LG Electronics,
Inc., a $49 billion global force and technology leader in home appliances, consumer electronics and mobile
communications. LG Electronics, a proud ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year, sells a range of stylish and
innovative home appliances, home entertainment products, mobile phones, commercial displays, air conditioning
systems, LED lighting and solar energy solutions in the United States, all under LG’s “Life’s Good” marketing
theme. For more news and information on LG Electronics, please visit www.LG.com.
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